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The net
changes
everything

Why should it stop
at the threshold?
What should surprise us more – the pace at which network
technology and the Internet are changing the world or the
speed at which we are becoming used to it? The net is
everywhere. We live with it, in it or by it. It is widely regarded
as a benefit to our lives although the debate as to whether
it is a curse or a blessing is still raging. This hardly comes as
a surprise because making information available quickly and
beyond borders satisfies a basic human need. From the very
first email, the net has enhanced our communications. It has
accelerated them, added variety to them and provided enormous expansion for them.
Its creative force has grown at the same rate as the communication it allows. Exchanges constantly result in something
new and the improvement of the old. In fact, it even changes
the way in which we innovate. Just the connection of everything to everything is something new in itself. One example
is Facebook, an amalgamation of journal, photograph album
and blackboard. Nothing about it was new, but the combination and its publication created methods of exchanging and
taking part which had never existed before.

Siedle Access is playing a role in this dynamic. The system
uses the same IP protocol and the same standards as every
other type of network technology. In other words, we are
giving up part of our own world in which we are the only
ones calling the shots with our technology. But we are also
gaining another world. A world where we do not make all
the decisions, but one in which we are at home. Communication is not just the essence of the Internet, it is also the
core business of Siedle and has been for many years. We
have always strived to accelerate, reproduce and expand it –
as have our customers. We are now seeing how completely
new opportunities are being created by networking familiar
components, and we know that this is only the beginning.
That’s just the way we like it, because the net is changing
everything. Why should it stop at the threshold?

Gabriele Siedle
Managing Director
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IP-based door
communication
“We believe that the field in which Access shows its
strengths will continue to develop, especially in the
project business. Without a doubt, the future here
belongs to this IP-based, open and flexible system.”

With Siedle Access, door
communication becomes
part of the IP world as
the system is compatible
with the globally standardized network standard. It
makes use of structured
cabling and data transmission protocols representing the common platform
for numerous applications
through to media control.
Access can be integrated
seamlessly into an IP network to enhance it with the
entire range of functions
provided by Siedle system
technology – from the video
and intercom speech link
through to complex switching and control functions.
Even in the new digital
world, the strengths of
Siedle systems shine
through. The primary
concern is security because
we place the very highest
demands on the threshold,

on the boundary between
private and public life. With
this in mind, Siedle does
not take a network or IP
protocol to the outside of
the door.
Security is supplemented by
variability and individuality.
Siedle Access is not limited
to certain products; the
system provides a choice
of three design lines at the
door – Vario, Steel and
Classic. On the inside, the
enormous range of Siedle
call stations is increased by
virtual in-house telephones,
concierge software, selected
products from other manufacturers and Siedle apps
for the iPhone and iPad.
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Apartment 01

Switch
Video handsfree telephone

Integration with non-Siedle systems

Video in-house telephone

Apartment 02

Apartment 03

Switch
Video in-house telephone

Storey call button

Door controller

Office 01

Storey door
without video

Video handsfree telephone

Storey door
without video

Video handsfree telephone

Office 02

Switch
Storey door with video

Door controller

Door controller

Virtual video in-house telephone

Reception

Distribution

Switch
Analogue video camera

Door controller

Concierge software

Server

Commissioning PC

Door controller

Internet
Remote security switchboard

Entrance area

Concierge software

System integrator
Cat-5
LAN
WAN
PC for remote maintenance

Control line

Door station

Siedle Access System
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Benefits

“Siedle Access is the most powerful and flexible
system that we have ever developed. We believe
and are indeed convinced that it is also the best
solution available on the market to meet complex
requirements and satisfy demanding users.”
Jürgen Eschle
Head of Siedle Engineering
and System Developer
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Security
• Secure door concept:
no access to the internal
network in the accessible
entrance area
• Secure data transfer
• Authentication mechanisms and access guards for
configurations
• Device and cable monitoring: state and error
messages as well as status
reports can be opened using
the administration interface
• Use of efficient, reliable
and fail-safe hardware
Simple planning
• Small amount of Siedle
specialist knowledge
required, planning uses
conventional network
standards
• Allocations of devices,
groups and call lists can
be adjusted at any time
• PoE supply to the
terminals means no additional supply planning
required
Efficient data transfer
• More than 1000 users
• No relevant range
restrictions
• The number of simultaneous connections is only
limited by the network
bandwidth
• Efficient video transmission (H.264 standard
for video coding)

• Natural speech quality
for audio transmission
(G.711 audio coding)
• A bandwidth of just
approx. 1 Mbit/s is required
for each connection
• Parallel operation and
group formation without
supplementary components
Server-based system
• Extensive central configuration with save facility
and client capability via
web browser (no software
installation required)
• Direct access to all devices
via the central server
• Efficient communication
functions (for example
group formation) can be
achieved
• Perfect location networking
• Efficient service functionality using central software
updates, troubleshooting
and backup facility
• Central monitoring
• Connections to non-Siedle
systems available at a
central point
• Landline telephone also
for in-house phones

Flexibility for call stations
• Large number of different
call stations for every area
of application
• Vario, Classic or Steel door
stations with their full range
of functions, installations
and designs
• Calling using button
modules, display call module or using dialling keypad
(code lock)
• Siedle indoor audio or
video call stations, with
a handset or handsfree,
on the wall or table-top
version, in a wide range of
design variants including
non-standard paintwork
finishes or branding by
applying logos
• Virtual video in-house
telephone in the form of
PC software
• Concierge software
• Siedle app for the iPhone
and iPad
Extension and update
facilities
• The system can be
extended at any point in
the network at any time
• Function upgrades via
updates and licences
• All devices can be updated
via the central server
• Updates are supplied
as an all-round package
(not individually for each
device type)

Integration capacity
• Integration of VoIP
telephones with and without video
• Integration of analogue
surveillance cameras
• Connection to telephone
systems (analogue, SIP, S0)
without supplementary
components
• Link to KNX automation
systems
• Integration of IP control
units

Siedle Access System
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Variety
Access offers unlimited flexibility. Including in
choosing your call stations.
Outside
Modular openness or the
elegance of solid metal?
On the wall, in the wall,
free-standing or integrated
in a glass facade? Finished
in your corporate design,
in aluminium, brass or
stainless steel? One design
at the main entrance, another at the side entrance?
Siedle Access gives you the
choice. All Vario, Classic
and Steel door stations are
available for Siedle Access.
They cover every conceivable function at entrances,
including letterbox, lighting
or orientation.
www.siedle.com/designlines
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Inside
An indoor station is part
of a building’s equipment.
It is also part of the interior
design. Siedle Access is
therefore extremely flexible
in terms of both technology and aesthetics. Choose
from the range of indoor
call stations with audio
or video functions, with
a handset or handsfree,
on the wall or in a tabletop version, on a network
socket or with a patch
cable. The Siedle Individual
design concept stands for
design variety including
non-standard paintwork
finishes or branding by
applying logos.
www.siedle.com/individual

Software
In addition to the hardware
call stations, Siedle Access
can also provide several
software clients to equip
the system to suit your
requirements and taste. The
concierge software for large
projects, a virtual in-house
telephone, a software
module for integration in
non-Siedle systems and the
Siedle app for the iPhone
and iPad.

Front door

Front door

Detailed information
for professional users is
available in our catalogue
and price list which can
be ordered at
www.siedle.com/catalogue.

Siedle Access Software
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Concierge
The principles of Siedle
design also apply to
control interfaces –
formal and aesthetic
quality, functionality,
ergonomics and simple
operation.

5

3
Communication

Calls
Main entrance
Main entrance
310

Richter, Andrea

Concierge
They are an essential
component of many buildings and are enjoying a
renaissance in up-market
residential properties – the
porter or concierge who
offers a wide range of services and security functions.
The concierge software
from Access is the communication hub for your work.
It provides flexible building
communication, internal
and external camera surveillance, acts as an exchange
for internal and external
phone and door calls,
makes contacts convenient
and also executes switching
and control functions.
www.siedle.com/access

Richter, Horst
Link, Theresa
Goods entrance
Goods entrance
341

Direct dial
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Concierge gate I Help I 13.04.2012
Camera functions

System functions

Switching functions

Contacts

Notes

Contacts

Active call

All

Search

Status

Available cameras (4)

Staff entrance

Journal

Side entrance

All

Type

Name

Association

Concierge 4

Main build...

Meiser, Peter

Property ma...

Lange, Sabine

Superint...

Aahaus, Stefan

Compan...

Abakus, Jochen

Compan...

Dep.: Mark...

Dorsch ...

Becker, Klaus

External

Concierge 2

Building

Concierge 3

Building

Entrance Meier

Dorsch ...

Ettler, Thomas

External

Door

Internal

Concierge

Group

Siedle Access Software

Virtual in-house
telephone
A Siedle indoor station with
all the functions on a PC,
ideal for all workstations
where a PC is permanently
operating. The virtual call
station is activated when
a door call is received; it
displays the camera image
and establishes a speech
connection.
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It can also be activated
manually, of course, for
example for video surveillance purposes. It also
allows internal audio
communication between
all Access system users
and executes simple
switching functions.
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Showroom

16.03.2012 10:59

Cellar

1st floor

2nd floor

3D

Software module
Pure function – the software module is designed
for integrating Siedle Access
in non-Siedle systems, for
example visualisation systems, touch panels, building
automation or control
systems. The module will
fit into the specifications
of different environments
without requiring separate
configuration.

Client für Access
16.03.2012 rw.
Siedle-Design
Eberhard Meurer

Settings
Settings
Language
Date/Time
Display Settings
Delay Times
Service

10:52

10:52

Language
Date/Time
Display Settings
Delay Times
Service

Main Menu
Video memory
Memory Card
Settings

10:52

Indoor station menu
The control interface of
all Access indoor stations
is tailored to the smaller
display surface area, but its
structure, the appearance
of icons, for example, and
the control logic are identical to the virtual in-house
telephone. This ensures that
the control of all Access
components is both intuitive
and absolutely identical.

Siedle Access Software
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Siedle
app

Front door

Front door

The Siedle app for the iPhone and iPad combines
the strengths of two worlds – with security and
reliability defined by Siedle.
Simple operation is exactly
what Apple is all about.
And the result is perfect
mobile access to the door
communication system.
In the house, near the
house or from anywhere in
the world. The Siedle app
monitors the threshold of
your house. It receives the
door call, displays a moving
video image, establishes
a speech connection and
opens the door. But of
course it also features integrated security and maximum convenience, such as
an image memory.

www.siedle.com/app

The iPhone or iPad becomes
the indoor station for
the door communication
system and also the control
centre of your house. The
Siedle app makes internal
connections with other
Access users and can also
operate the Siedle Access
control and automation
functions. The variable
transfer rate which adjusts
to the available bandwidth
and connection quality
ensure stable connections
both via WLAN and also by
the wireless network.

Functions
• Audio and video door
communication
• Handsfree function
• Secure door release
function
• Switch between portrait
and landscape format
• Volume can be adjusted
during a conversation
• Microphone mute
• Manual door dialling
• Doormatic function on / off
• Switch and control
functions
• Internal conversations
with Access system users
• Personal address book
(Access)
• Image saving function
on Access server
• Open image memory,
display, copy or delete
images

• Send images by email
• Different ring tones
• Homepage with individually compiled functions
• Multilingual (German,
English, French, Italian,
Dutch, Danish, Swedish,
Spanish, Polish and Russian)
System requirements
• Siedle Access
• iOS 5 on iPhone 4S/4,
iPad 2
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17:27

Front door

Start

Front door

Andersson
Scott

Bailey
Emily

Clark
Kelly

Door release
front door

Front door

Garage

Jackson
Russel

Front door

Terrace

Staircase

Garage

Doormatic
front door

Shutter
east

Shutter
west

Garage door

Start

Contacts

Video

Switch

More...

Dashboard
The main functions at a glance

Active door call
Moving image from door camera,
speech connection, door release

17:27

17:27

Garage

Switch
Dining room
Hallway
Garage
Garage door
Front door
Shutter east
Shutter west
Kitchen

Start

Contacts

Cameras

Surveillance camera
Switch between other camera
images

Switch

More

Start

Contacts

House controller
Switch house functions on
and off

Video

Switch

More...

Siedle Access Applications
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One-family home

Complex, increasingly linked
automation and media
control systems provide the
convenience which has now
become an accepted part
of living in an up-market
environment. The feature
that all these applications
have in common is IP-based
networking. Building communication using Siedle
Access fits seamlessly into
this digital world – from
planning and installation to
operation. The technical
features are supplemented
by the excellent quality of
the materials and workmanship and the prize-winning
design which make Siedle
products what they are.
Good design and an attractive appearance often play
a major role, particularly
for private building owners
who demand more.
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Multiple occupancy
buildings

Siedle Access can really
show off what it can do
in large buildings. Access is almost unlimited in
terms of maximum cable
length, number of doors,
users or speech channels.
The opposite is true for
the cabling because what
used to require bundles
of cables as thick as your
arm can now get by with a
single network cable. And
you can decide for yourself
what terminals are connected to this cable – whether
they are classic or virtual
video call stations, contain
concierge software or are
devices made by other
manufacturers. Everything
is possible and changeable,
even retrospectively. That
makes planning with Access
simple, fast and therefore
low cost. In fact, wherever
there is an IP infrastructure,
Access can react as required
to the needs of its users.
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Building complex

The IP-based Siedle Access
system is ideal for use in
multiple disparate locations.
Like an in-house LAN, a
common WAN can be used
as a basis for the system.
Whether you want central
surveillance and management using our concierge
software, remote communication or joint administration – Siedle Access
joins locations with almost
total disregard to the distances between them. The
central service makes the
entire system management
easy and helps to improve
the system efficiency by
providing a central data
storage location.
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Project phases

“Thanks to the system’s
openness, we do not need
to take every single detail
into account in advance.
That greatly reduces the
time and effort.”

“If you can handle network technology, you will
be able to handle Siedle
Access.”

Planning
Siedle Access makes many
items simply superfluous.
For example, long conversations with customers to
find out exactly what they
want. In the past, that
was essential to prevent
planning errors. But with
Access, the standard response to customer requests
is “yes”. The range of the
system is the same as that
of the network – the limits
are very wide indeed. The
same applies to the number
of users or entrances. They
are almost unlimited and
can be extended at any
time, even retrospectively.
Intimate knowledge of the
building structure is also not
required for planning with
Access since the system is
both scalable and flexible.
Even if the main parameters change, for example
the number of users or the

Installation
Siedle Access not only
uses the protocols from the
IP world, its infrastructure
and installation material
consist almost exclusively
of standard network equipment. The only exception
is the connection between
the controller and door
station. Apart from this,
the entire installation can
be produced, tested and
approved using the same
network equipment found
in many other applications,
from the computer world
and building automation
to media control. Even
the indoor call stations are
installed using conventional
network sockets.
That means that any installer who is familiar with
networks can also install
an Access system. And we
also have a solution for
cases where standard

required visitor frequency,
the topology of the Access
system remains the same.
Audio, video, client software or connection to a telecommunications system?
Simply plan the structured
cabling and network sockets and the rest takes care
of itself. You already have a
network? Great – in many
cases Siedle Access can
simply be installed in existing structures.
What qualifications are
required to plan an Access
system? Very good knowledge of the network – and
very little specific Siedle
expertise.

planning is not quite
enough – if the network
socket is positioned
towards the bottom of
the wall, a special surfacemounting version of the
indoor stations can be connected to it using a patch
cable. Or the customer may
decide that he prefers the
elegant table-top version.
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Siedle Access Project phases
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“Correct commissioning provides the basis
for trouble-free operation. We have therefore
made it as simple as possible – and we only
use experts to complete the process.”

Commissioning and
administration
An Access system, regardless of size is controlled
from a single central point –
the Access server. The
interface to the server
is browser-based. The commissioning, configuration,
administration, maintenance, updates and system
monitoring processes are
all carried out in a web
browser, which means
that they can also be
completed remotely using
an Internet connection. It is
also possible to conveniently
pre-configure the system
without being on site. The
configuration covers all the
devices connected to the
server. The same applies to
updates which are applied
centrally for the entire system. The clever part about
this is that the devices
automatically download
the correct software version
for themselves. An overview
of the system and its
status can also be viewed

at any time centrally. Have
all the components been
configured correctly and
are all services and log files
running? The Access server
has all the information
and provides it via a web
browser. If a device has to
be replaced, the process
does not require any reconfiguration since Access has
a central backup function.
A matter for experts
Since correct commissioning is of vital importance
to ensure that the system
operates properly and
reliably, our warranty is
restricted to systems which
have been commissioned
by the Access Service
Center at Siedle or by a
partner certified by Siedle in
cooperation with TÜV Süd
(Access Certified Partner).
The commissioning service
is available to all other
contractors as a service.

Performance features
• PC-based commissioning
• Configuration of all
devices with a save facility
• Efficient service functionality
• Central updates for all
devices
• Central administration
of users and devices
• Group administration
• Several administrators
with different authorisation
levels
• Remote configuration
using a web interface
• Configuration backup
• Remote maintenance and
updates
• Monitoring and saving
of the system capacity
• Manual line and user
monitoring
• Administration of software versions in the server
• Detailed logging for
support and developers
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Left
The configuration of all the
devices in the system is controlled, saved and managed
by the server.
Below
The dashboard shows the
system status.

Manage participants: main door
Add

▼

Save

Delete

Restart

▼ Note
▲ General
Name:

Main door

Description:

Door module ATLC 670-0

Telephone number:
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Mac
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Voice volume:
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Sensitivity of
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the microphone:
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<<>>
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Camera
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Time
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door opener
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Dashboard
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▲ Important system messages
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▲ Show statistics
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■
■
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■
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Functions
Communication
• Internal calls, internal
conversations
• Audio and video privacy
device
• Door call and door conversation with video
• Direct door call with video
• Storey call
• Echo compensation
• Active background noise
suppression
• Call list with history (can
be sorted by categories)
• Send and receive text
messages
• Voicemail (concierge and
software phone)
Video
• Central image memory
• Automatic recording
of camera images during
a door call
• Selective recording of
camera images
• Selective display and
deletion of images
• Camera selection using
contact list or in the video
section
• Scanning mode
Telephony
• Connection of a telecommunications system
to the Access server
• Dialling numbers from the
contact list or using direct
dial function (software call
stations)
• Call using the landline
network using a code lock

• Hold, call waiting
• Music on hold
• Call rerouting (manual,
in the event of absence or
if the line is busy)
• Call forwarding attended,
unattended (concierge
software)
• Display user status
Automation
(Switch/Control)
• Doormatic function
(target, door or connectionbased) with status indicator
• Support for binary KNX
functions

Interfaces
• Connection to standardised IP telephone systems
• Integration of a / b converters
• External analogue
cameras (via AIVS interface)
• KNX
• Simple macro programming
• Access control (via Vario
bus)

Commissioning
• PC-based commissioning
• Administration and
configuration of users and
devices
• Group administration
• Several administrators
with different authorisation
levels
• Remote configuration
using the server’s web
interface
Service
• Configuration backup
• Remote maintenance
and updates
• Monitoring and saving
of the system capacity
• Manual line and user
monitoring
• Administration of software versions in the server
• Detailed logging for
support and developers

Note
The list of functions shown
here is correct at the time
of this brochure going to
press (April 2012). The
Siedle Project Service
Department can provide
up-to-date information
on functionality. The latest
data and release plans
are also available on the
Internet at
www.siedle.com/access.
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Technology
System description
Siedle Access is a serverbased IP system for building communication with
the full range of functions
and design variety of Siedle
communication systems.
Access operates in its
own IP network or can be
integrated into existing
structures via VLAN.*
The central administration
on the Access server
allows the system to be
configured and administered via a web browser.
It also facilitates system
upgrades by the extension
and replacement of devices
or licence modules (for
example function licences
or licences for using devices
from other manufacturers,
such as IP cameras, VoIP telephones and IP I / O devices).
The system uses the TCP /
IP and UDP network
protocols, and also SIP for
Internet telephony (VoIP),
extended with the SSMP
data protocol which is specific to Access. The audio
(G.711) and video (H.264 /
MPEG4) coding standards
ensure high image and
sound quality together with
a low network load.
Principles and
performance features
• Separate physical network
or VLAN with quality of
service (IEEE802.1p)*

• Active network components feature Ethernet
technology
• Minimum network
requirement: 100Base Tx
• Consistent multicastcapable network
• Connection of indoor
devices to conventional
network sockets
• The use of switches is
a prerequisite (no hubs
in the network)
• Access indoor call stations require PoE-capable
switches or PoE injectors
to IEEE802.3af
• Broadband requirement
approx. 1 Mbit per connection
• Possible users: > 1000
Network cabling
A network infrastructure
created to the specifications
of structured cabling (CAT-5
or above) is a requirement
for the integration of an
Access system. Structured
cabling is regulated by
various standards:
• DIN 50173-1 General
requirements
The following standards also
apply to various types of
building:
• DIN 50173-2 (ISO / IEC
11801) for Office premises
• DIN 50173-3 (ISO / IEC
24702) for Industrial
premises
• DIN 50173-4 (ISO / IEC
15018) for Homes

The ISO / IEC standards apply
globally.
Cable structure by area
Tertiary area
Twisted pair for permanent
installation and patch cable
for cabling from the network socket to the terminal.
Secondary area
The cabling between the
different storeys uses storey
distributors. Both glass fibre
and copper connections
may be used. This depends
on the switches used and
the distance from the main
distributor or switch.
Primary area
The cabling between different buildings and/or within
buildings using multiple
main building distributors.
Siedle recommends the use
of glass fibre connections.
An adequate equipotential
bonding system must be
provided if copper wire connections are used.
Door area
For security reasons, no network installation is located
in the door area which is
accessible from outside. The
IP network ends at the door
controller (ATLC / NG 670)
which must be installed in
the protected indoor area.
The cabling to the outdoor
area can be carried out in

several ways. The range
between the door controller
and door station (or external camera) depends on the
cable material:
Cable material
CAT AWG22

Range
120 m

J-Y(St)Y
(twisted pair,
shielded)
dia. 0.6 mm
dia. 0.8 mm

100 m
200 m

Further information
Siedle Access is an open
system which is undergoing
constant development. The
latest information is always
available online. The current versions of the system
and planning manual are
available in the download
section at www.siedle.com as
is a constantly growing list
of devices made by other
manufacturers which have
been tested and found to
be compatible with the
system.

* The perfect operational
reliability of a VLAN integration can only be ensured by
agreement with the Siedle
Project Service Department.

Tertiärbereich
Tertiary
area
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Switch

Switch

Sekundärbereich
Secondary area

Switch

Switch
Primary area

Primärbereich
Door area

ATLC/NG 670

Door station
Türstation

Door release
Tö
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